The only
load-and-cast
all-rounder

Customer-centric
is our Company’s value since the very beginning.
It is the key driver of our development process

ECCIFACY ORIENTED

VISION

THINK BEYOND, GO FURTHER

360

UNCONVENTIONAL

Continuous rethinking standards provides valuable
insights on how to sue goods around Customer’s
expressed or latent needs.
Efficacy oriented and Efficiency driven represent

ROUND ANGLE

MUTATION

INTUITION

PASSION
KIND OF UNIQUE

and Customer’s growth.

INNOVATION

EFFICIENCY
DRIVEN

the goal we set ourselves.
CEO

EXPERIENCE
PRODUCTIVITY
The
presents itself as the solution
to productivity and usability issues that
every other conventional mixer suffers
from.
It is the solution to idle times and
cycle-related inefficiencies. Full angle –
continuous rotation is intended for active
time increase and efficiency enhancement.
Experience usability of your
for
loading materials and casting concrete
through 360 degrees. Continuously.

EXPERIENCE VISIBILITY
presents itself as the
The
solution to visibility issues that every
other conventional mixer suffers from.
Dead angles which inhibit direct view
can affect safety and productivity,
delaying return on your investment.
The
addresses this problem
with superior visibility.
Accordingly,
THE

The cab is integral with a rotating
frame. Therefore the operator is in
visual contact with drum outlet and
bucket assembly through the full
360 degrees.
On-ground supervision is kept to
a minimum and cycle times are
reduced.

cost/m3 decreases
CONTINUOUS 360°

EXPERIENCE
CERTIFIABILITY
and the enhanced built-in DASPlus
Your
means measuring and mixing accuracy for
guaranteed certifiability time after time.
The very new DASPlus, features an enhanced
measurement procedure system. Through
strict compliance/adherence with assigned
mix design compliance with quality norms is
achieved.

EXPERIENCE THE
FULL TWIN-JOYSTICK
ERGONOMY

The
presents itself as the solution
to discomfort and “hard to operate” user
interfaces. Twin joystick and limited toggles
are in tune with a smart cockpit design.
Zones of reach and comfort both comply
with ergonomic norms and best design
practice. Command integration confers
better control and maneuverability. As
a result full in-cab machine control is
achieved.

EXPERIENCE
CONFIGURABILITY
Customize your
according to your
needs…Conventional bucket or clamshell
bucket. Skimmer or on-road- on-rail
use. Pressure transducers or load cells
for weighing. Alternative environment
friendly powertrain solutions and Electric
propulsion soon available.

EXPERIENCE STYLE
The
is simply unconventional,
totally unique.
Efficacy and Efficiency are built into a
muscular, elegant, tough and refined
design. Attention to detail makes the
extraordinary.
Both interior and exterior are a
breakthrough in construction machinery
design. We went for lightweight structures
whilst still keeping an eye on robustness,
durability and reliability.

NET OUTPUT (CLASS S1)

4,5 m3 - 6,0 yd3

Daily Production up to

144m3 - 188 yd3

Perkins ENGINE

83 kW - 113 CV

MAX SPEED

32 km/h - 20 mph

Loading and casting area All-Around 360°
Weighing Device Dasplus

3 YEARS WARRANTY

EXPERIENCE SAFETY
AND COMFORT
The
has been designed with
Operator’s safety and comfort in mind.
Noise and vibrations have been carefully
analyzed according to ISO standards and
kept to a minimum. Passive and Active
protection devices are installed for
outstanding safety compliance.

www.davinomixer.com

I - 80031 Brusciano (NA)
ph. +39 0816588361 - info@davinogroup.com

